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By JAMES SLAUGHTER 

A combination of some ot 

he merriest forms of clowning 

it have kept audiences   ghing for 21 centuries, since 

Romans to 

iffawing in the colosseum in 

00 BC., is coming to the 

y first set 

  

mmer Theatre this week 

  

This is the musical comedy 

ied. A 

Happened on the Way to the 
Funny Thing 

Forum”? which brightened life 

theatregoers in New York, 

yndon and Paris 

SHREWD SLAVE 

Graham Pollock, following 

S portrayal On tie 

Major-General in the Summer 

Theatre’s “Pirates of Penzance,” 

g will star as Pseudolus, a witty 

d shrewd slave who plays on 

he desires of his young master 

nd the young master’s 

civious and aging father for 

same girl 

The girl, Philia, is the most 

f his ctab 

“No-knock’ 
2 By FRED CLAYTON 

: Lhe controversial “no-knock” 

it-crime bill finally found its 

way through both the House 

| Senate last July 23, when 

re latter voted 54 to 33 

ipproval of a bastard version 

known as the District of 

Columbia crime bill. The 

: neasure was signed into law by 

Bey President Nixon on July 30 

Failing in efforts to push 

similar anti-crime 

legislation on a national level, 

the administration and 

Congressional supporters of a 

crackdown 

item among da 
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se through 

  

  

  

   

   

    

   
   

    
     

  

East ( 

girl-purveyor’s — stock-in-trade 

ind the plot’s complicatior 

fat she ha ilready beer 
( plioned by a Roman warrior 

and is being kept on reserve for 

him by the girl-trader, 5 

  

his return from. sor 

other 

ROMPING PLOT 

The racy romp of the plot 

follows Pseudolus as he piles 

desperate deceptions upon 

deceptions in order to arrange 

matters satisfactorily for his two 

masters. father and son 

And the old man’s battleaxe 

of a wife must be kept from 

spoiling the tun 
The “chase” climax comes 

when Pseudolus tries to keep 

two characters disguised as 

Philia, and Philia herself. from 

meeting head on- 

The keynote of the evenin 2°s 
1 I shenanigans is set at the 

beginning when Pseudolus leads 

the introductory song “Comedy 

Tonight.” 
  

provision signed into law 
unaffected. for the bill is to 

serve as a model for legislators 

through out the nation. It is the 

Nixon plan in micrososm. This 

obvious intent was made even 

more so by Attorney Genreal 

John Mitchell, who made it 

quite clear the measure 

represented the national policy 

of the Nixon administration 

concerning crime. It is, in other 

words, only the beginning 

NON-CRIMINALS TOO 

It is Nixon’s foot, more 

truthfully, Mitchell’s axe, in the 

criminal door. Unfortunately 

  

  

   

    

  

    

hardline crime 

tion settled for application to the for the non-criminals of the 

ratl D.C. area alone nation, their doors are also 

(AP) Those of us who live outside included 

( D.C.’s borders are by no means The “no-knock” provision 1s 

F tainheadlines 
“George M!” lacks finesse of most productions - page 6 

AFROTC open to women - page 3 

: aH g “In loco parentis”’ death of an age-old concept? centerfold 

oa 
page 8 

  

   

    

    

    

Russian space bomb - page 2 

  

New building opens - page 2     

Editorial meaning unclear due to unseen mistake 

Staff needed for this fall - page 8 

Former student charges ECU in de 

Lobby seeks troop withdrawal - page 2 

Summer Queen will be crowned 

        

    
nial of rights - page 2 

page 2 

    

  

    

  

   

  

    

  

    

  

i University, P.O. Box 2516, Greenville. N.( 

tomfoolery  goe into 

gear soon after. when 

with Mark Ramsey 

xX) G egory Zittel 

(Hysterium) and Ken Eliot 

(Lycus), as a quartet of wily 

laves and old codgers devastate 

i comic song “Everybody Ought 

to Have a Maid.” 

These and the other songs of 

the show were written by 
Stephen Sondheim, lyricist tor 

such well-known Broadway hits 

as “West Side Story,” “Gypsy” 

and “Do | Hear a Waltz.” 

The tongue-in-cheek blending 

of the world’s oldest and most 

sure-fire gags into the libretto of 

‘A Funny Thing’ was 

accomplished by Burt Shevelove 

and Larry Gelbart 

Their deliberate corniness is 

signaled by the title they chose, 

ay a parody of the ripe old line 

favored by so many comedians 

when introducing a joke in the 

days of Vaudeville, “A funny 

thing happened on the way to 

(Continued on page 6) 

simple. It permits police officers 

to enter a dwelling. by force if 

necessary, announcing neither 

their presence, identity, nor 

intent, providing they have the 

legal sanction of a “no-knock” 

; The warrant itself is a 

n 
warrant 

piece of paper that has be 

S12 ed 

oa 1S 

and presented to the 

t 
officers by a respected member 

of the bench. Before signing the 

warrant. of course, the judge 

must make a rather arbitrary 

decision that evidence would 

probably be destroyed, if the 

officers conducting the search 

  
politely knock on the door 

beforehand 

‘LAW AND ORDER’ 

For those of you who. are 

¢ to sacrifice youf Fa willit 1 

constitutional protection against 

unreasonable search and seizure 

the sake of “law and order,” 
for 

| am ashamed that fear wou d 

drive you to such a sacrifice, 

raged that you have als 
and e1 

included me. I pity you for your   
innocence and minc less faith 

and 1 stand in awe ‘ 

: stupidity You 

1 oho 
rstand the 

yf your 

rwhelming         

        

OUNTAINNEAO 
and the truth shall make you free’ 

  

  

Comedy opens tonight 

  

ot     
GRAHAM POLLOCK, popular Summer Theatre actor, 

portrays Pseudolus, a crafty Roman slave in ‘A Funny 

Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum.” 

Football horizon bright 

for Pirates this fall 
The football picture at East 

Carolina is looking pretty bright 

for the fall 

Not only have Mike McGee 

and his “new look” varsity been 

firmly established but another 

organization the Buccaneer 

Football Club has been 

formed and Mike Lynch, club 

president, reports satisfactory 

progress to date 

Initiated in May through the 

efforts of Chapel Hill’s Don 

Stewart. the club offers students 

a chance to play contact 

football without having to put 

out the time it would take to 

compete with the varsity 

ENTHUSIASM 

Since that time the 

enthusiasm has grown st 

tremendously that it looks as 

though the club may field at 

east 30 men this fall 

  

schools to participate in a club 

league. However. 

indicate that the club at State is 

floundering and none of the 

other clubs have as yet gotten 

reports 

off the ground 

SCHEDULING 

This may call for some 

ranges in the original é 

scheduling so that ECU and 

UNC will have to play some 

northern clubs such as 

  
Georgetown and other schools 

from the Washington, D.C. area 

The first game on East 

Carolina’s schedule will be 

played October ainst UNC 

in Chapel Hill. The full schedule 

has not yet been completed 

Both the Buccaneer Football 

‘ub and the UNC Football 

progressed s¢ rapidly 

  

as attained official 

  

gnit1ol    
ry roadblock East 

Carolina’s club has had to face ts 
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Former student charges Lobby see 
ECU in denial of rights 

pinnae) rarer nare diner ocoehes Ser ae 

DURH ” (AP) had planned ) make the July 

Durham-based lobby will go t trip 

ith He said from 50 to 150 said 

nake the August trip 

“We'll lose some of the 

    

community fp 

talking in W 

LOT 

sshingt 

Rob Dunn 

another cox 

te 
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ks troop withdrawa 

    

    

    

     

( ( ( “ fav 5 withdrawa t | group was at 

4 

a 

i 
An a Ds had before because both our re a 

f 

} : 
the 

f 
Soutt As be at their jobs,” he people of N.C. tl 

E¢ " 9 } y state citizens ar : 

R ay ( ity | b tr Peace said students have done — speak out against the war 

Nau S b A Durt John st of th rganizing for the Spokesmen for the g 

R Whee Orance Counts shby since students have Saturday their goal wa 

g D rat Party Chairmar more tame for this iN the COntront the ngressiona 

Rog Foushee and Duke summer than do working people delegation,” but “to d ao 

| P resident Terry with families the effects of the war upor 

e jing “Nevertheless, it will be the North Carolina 

; R Wise J 
J 

Vv 
s 

ry ; 

“New build 
S W if 

A| st a year iat the new 

> $3 | pene ral ASST nN 

eg 5 

g 
: . jing he iSt nd 

V +h 

poe ee eae heen i mpletion th x department 

Judiciary tries cases °° iin week + r 

Hahn said th roup. had i 
a aid aes: They are the jepartments 

' F tt } g Tt ide plans t visit. Washingtor aie pe 

2 : ea a et Political Science listory 

: poke ee Phil phy Sociology and will b 

P bat tat gressmen were t ‘ ‘ 
Anthropology German and 

: rae ; . ah os es - | a ‘ a as Rusian, and Geography 

aa Olympic team 

Two Tar Heels have beer 

Gu I 
pT rs +} Pp {) \ - 

Not ( v tT 

Dent Wuy 
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By JOHN LENGEL I S a the * 

- 71 Pan-A G ind lass at the 

; ‘ : 
as PATRICIA LAYE instructs a conducting class 

WASHINGTON (Al : t gh as 130 the 19 

R 
A ‘ Muniel : Summer Music Camp at East Carolina University 

g T} wi e trip t KY 

The payload, if any 

\ U. S. planners look dulaspui ummer ueen 0 e ont 

f Ru 

| g t Americas ECU will crown its Summer and white photo before Mon The American Les Hut 

DF School Queen for 1970 Sat Aug. 3 located off "264d 

~) ( Aug. 8. at the annual summer There will be a meeting of all reach it, go past Pit 

i 5. TrOr ver the South Poke hool dar participants Thurs., Aug. 6, at 7 Mayola Milk ¢ 

W Jing xter j 4 ider ind friends are p Room 305 Wright right. The Hut is d 

| p | w “ ead) ‘ he d which will Escorts for the dance on the right. Any 

) Depart t Ww ! nw ICBM held m & at accompany all men 1 be directed 

ATU vid 1 : i 1S American Legion Hut representatives to the meeting Office, 758-626- 

g tu f FOBS. they say. would t i Botertainmeat « } : 

>nt and test general target such as a BS2 air provid 1 by Black and Blue id 

Zg egic Weapor Dase r. pe bly cit ind as a special added attraction oo a u nee 

I 1in response to a spa | Jered less nearly free beer and mixers will be 
A i be tl { S 4 Irate that ICBM ind provided by the SGA (Continued from page 1) Another pro yblem W hi 

} f hl ; t 

heen the 

pele ks oe Tt drastic Improvement expects this first year venture to beset the club has b¢ ; 

. \ : irs Wi the dar approximately $2,500 at a to find 4 

A held Wright Auditor minimu year i 

( 2 id FOB { nd yy} holic beverages wet The ib ha andidate 

ar | bea bit ; ne hit ] thi roble most likely : 

“A ; : z t 
W 

1 } Tt Qu } | d DT ‘ posivion 

ie | Aug. 6, by a vote of th ly Mo varsity during ‘i 

, { ir spa Witt \ | id iy } ~ has had mucl 

Fra al Orbita i 1 i FOBS would Baliotting will be held in the ms ‘ad such lines 

B FOBS it [ 2 iclear attack Student Unior bby from 9 t siinmmant ¢{ 
iG ) y i uit tO CQOULIIIC Tit 1 
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| p “ar } } sack During his ae 

1 j y st 
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{1 China pportunity to impact, making enter a representative for Queer Ore nG : ¢ 1 ajeind ywn equips a 

y ee eee jents are al 3-4 

     



            

(Continued from page 1) 

legislation, and one BIG step 

toward a police state, should the 

court fail to strike it down 

For the present, it may well 

be directed only against true 

undesireables and dangerous 

criminals that threaten us all, 

but it is a tool | do not wish 

used against me, and it presents 

that threat merely by its 

existence. The potential for 

political exploitation and abuse 

is obvious and immense. It 

could) make dissent a very 

dangerous business 

Don’t look now, 

right-wingers. but it threatens 

you as well. The super-patriots 

who own unregistered rifles and 

shotguns, and sport such phrases 

is “register Communists not 

firearms’ bumper-stickered to 

their pick-up .cucks, may laud 

ich a tactic while it remains in 

the like-minded hands of King 

Richard, but | wonder how a 

liberal, president who cracks 

lown on unregistered firearms 

vould affect their sentiments. It 

wuld happen in °72. Would 

hey be proud to be the Okies 

in the State Pen? 

TREND 

And so | congratulate you, 

Middle-class America. Your 

home is no longer your castle 

d you have brought it upon 

ourself. If this trend in 

aw-making is allowed — to 

ntinue, it may soon be 

possible for any second-rate 

chauvinist. judge to. arbitrarily 

fecide it would behoove the 

jation to learn just what is in 

YOUR closet. Even supposing it 

found to be above reproach 

you are still out: one door, 

three tranquilizers and a night's 

leep. Should a thief or a band 

of militant longhairs, smash 

your door in the middle of the 

night, at least) your insurance 

would cover part of the cost, 

ind you could call the police for 

protection, a recourse obviously 

    Classified 
FOR SALE 

1965 Corvair Monza. 4 speed 

Good interior and tires. Gold 

$700. Call 758-3857 

   
   

  

   
   

   
   

  

    

  

   

    

SPINET PIANO BARGAIN 

Wanted, responsible party to 

take over low monthly 

payments on a spinet plano 

Can be seen locally. Write 

Credit Manager P. O. Box 

241, McClellanville, South 

Carolina 

denied you when the police do 

the smashing. enroll in) both 

By sponsoring this, along 
with a dozen similar proposals 

drug addiction. But not at the 
expense of the security of my 
home and my freed ) 

ee Rote and reedom,. Do not TC 
President Nixon has once again tell me I have nothing to fear so sas ey 
demonstrated just cause for his Jong as 1 walk a traight line: | ne ¢ Nc d Straly e 

nickname of “Tricky Dickie do not trust my government to 
He has referred to himself asa ; 

which offer this 

Strict constructionist” as { control it ind the 
concerning interpretation of the “no-knock” robs me of part of i 
constitution. Either he or Thad that control. The ‘“no-knock ie      

  

Scholarship to 
better check the definition of law attempts to fight fire with 
the word “strict.” One of us has fire and in so doing makes the 
it wrong, and I do not believe it cure far worse than the disease 
is me. If the “no-knock” if for no other reason than its 
provision of this bill does not permanent effect. To combat 
violate the Fourth Amendment disregard of the law by 
not to mention another section — disregarding the supreme law of   that makes a mockery of the — the land. the Constitution. is to 
Eighth, then Fatty Arbuckle is sacrifice the very foundation 
not fat. and Martha Mitchell has — that lends integrity to. and faith 
a small mouth. With contrary in, our legal system 
arguments from such : 

constitutional experts as FAITH SHAKEN 

Senator Sam Ervin still echoing 

in the Senate chamber, Nixon — shaken to an alarming degree by 

This faith has already been   
and his ego remain undaunted, | the existence of ridiculous and   fear he has been too long unfair laws that ignore all 

surrounded by the “palace evidence of fact. | fear such a 

guards measure as the “no-knock.” if 

Please do not misunderstand allowed to stand, would buy far 

[ also wish my streets to be safe more trouble than it could ever 

| also desire the eradication of re-sell       
      

    

  

Fi Drive-In 

Cleaners & Launderers 
Cor. 10th & Cotanche Sts Greenville, N.C 

1 Hr. Cleaning 3 Hr. Shirt Service 
   

   

  

   

   

        

   

  

Shoney's 
C u rb or 

     

    

    

Coffee Shop 

S eryice 

    
    St ud ents W elcom e 

  

    
us 

  

   come see 

  

   

  

    
      
   

    

   

      

    

Monday, August 3, 1970, Fountainhead, Page 3 

AFROTC open to women students ‘No-knock’ can threaten all “"*° students may now two or three years that they 
two-year and have remaining as cadets at the 

four-year programs in Air Force 

Reserve Officers 

program and $50 per month tax free 
ae Young women enrolled in the 

at exten trust it Only so fi ; Clb eonet Air Moree ROC fouryean Austin on the ECt 
program may apply for an Air by telephone 

TC College AFROTC headquarters 
     

    

cover the one 

Clothing For Gentlemen 

GREENVILLE, N. C 

Large group Suits Dacron & W ool 

Reg. $80-105 now $35 

others reduced 30% 

Large group Sport Coats 

Reg. $37.50 -$50 now $15 

others reduced 30% 

Entire Stock Pants - Dacron & Wool 

Reduced 50% 

Large group 

Reg. $10.95 - $13.95 now $5.00 

Entire group 

Short Sleeve Button Down Shirts 

Reg. $7.95 - $9.00 

now $3.50 or 2 for $6 

others reduced 3314% 

Entire Stock Bermuda Shorts 

$9.95 - $11.95 now $4.00 
SS 

All Swimwear $4.00 pair 

Entire Stock Shoes 

Reduced 20 - 50% 
ee 

One group Ties 

Reg. $4.50 - $6 now $1.00 

time of application 
Training Corps Air Force ROTC 

Scholarships provide full tuition 
s one of a few schools and fees. textbook 

College 

allowance 

Inquiries may be made at } 

campus or 
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—— NA\ HOU S 
‘ vx ROPESSIONAL HOt : 

: “\ POTATOES , FRS : . OT 

ZO yeu0, Tm ok FINK Dy ook Vhs VES ERESHOG |e 
FOLKS WOULDNT 

4 Va NOTHER 
TE you FIND BEING AN i 

a I ) BoTH INTERESTING 
MANY OF THE Thte Boys, Fes > 

1AM ABLE aERe TO TAKE Ae eRe ee get gel ig 

\TWE Zves oF THEE WonneR FUL CHILDREN. Just A THENR PAKENT S 

Once pid. Z HELP THEM DISCIPLIN rurix LIVES ANP Mold THEMSELVES 

AFTER THE f ER MODELS (NAMELY, THE IR PARENTS AND me), Some 

ME THEYRE NAUGHTY AND DISOREY THE pulls, BOT 

y HE VAST MAJORITY ARE FINE UPRIGHT YOUNG TER 

CONTINUING DRAMA 
\ 
\ A PLEASURE AND A PRWILEGE T SHARE THE 

\ DF DORM LIFE, LET ME INTRODUCE YOU TO TWO YOUNG 
r 

. 
BEST EXEMPLIFY THE PERSONALITY TRAITS AND PRINCIPLES 
      

  

ENCOURAGE HERE AT 

By SHERMAN L. CHISOM 

hroughout most of the history of higher education in the United States, the 

relationship of college and university students to their various institutions has 

been determined by the doctrine of in loco parentis. I iterally, the phrase means 

“in place of parents.” 

According to College Law, a volume published by the American ( ouncil on 

Education, in loco parentis is “the power which officers of a college may 

lawfully exert to restrict and control the actions of its students, based upon the 

fact that. in law. the college stands in the same position to Its students as that of 

a parent in loco paren tis and it can therefore direct and control their 

conduct to the same extent a parent can.” 

As a general custom, the concept of in loco parentis probably orig nated in 

the early English universities, where faculty members often owned the school 

Tom Hayden, writing in the Cohen and Hale anthology, The New Student Left, 

maintains that from these English origins the concept was brought to the United 

States. where it has been reinforced by the fact tRat higher education in this 

country is most often controlled by either the state or orthodox religious groups 

which place a high value on strict discipline and conformity 

In his article entitled “University - Student Relations and the Courts,” which 

appeared in Politics 70, an annual publication of the Political Science 

Department here at East Carolina University, Dr. Tinsley E. Yarbrough notes 

that the legal doctrine of in loco parentis developed primarily as a defense in 

“tort liability suits against teachers who had administered corporal punishment 

to grammar or secondary school students.” 

COURT ACCEPTANCE 

Courts accepted in loco parentis as an extension of the legal precedent 

established in the case of Stevens v. Fassett (1847), in which the court held that 

a parent had the right under the common law to maintain the order and 

discipline of his child According to Yarbrough, it was then assumed that a 

parent could delegate to an educator that portion of his parental authority 

deemed necessary to accomplish the educational objective. This doctrine, 

together with what are commonly referred to as the “contract” and “privilege 

doctrines, gradually came to be applied to higher education thus giving college 

and university administrators virtually unlimited authority in dealing with 

students 

The student became obliged to accept a high degree of admimistrative control 

ver his life in the university community (and often far beyond it), in most cases 

without any pretense of substantive or procedural rights during and after any 

possible actions against him. In addition, there was generally no recourse to 

j idicial or other appeal in the event of conviction 

‘PRIVILEGE’ THEORY 

rom the brief summary above, one is able to discern the basis of loco 

parentis theory. Generally speaking, it assumes that in the event od conflict 

between the student and the university, the administrator or other official of the 

absolute authority in dealing with the situation and the student 

  

ents and purposes powerless to influence the eventual resolution of 

  

    

ich conflict 

The “privilege” theory serves to reinforce this type of relationship by 

asserting that attendance at a public university 1s a privilege rather than a right 

thus the student remains in the university nly so long as he does not abridge his 

privilege to attend 

| t hi IKeW es tl tud Jependent status. It 

imes that t tacitly accepts any and all cor placed upon hin 

t tk fact h gistrati Tt ty { ingement 1 

f ha ill the power 1 

  

NOTHER 0 ALL THE GIRLS CAND 

AND REWARDING 

" 

Folx 

ERALLY SCEAR 

Reni cawhhheweabnabhsiedyenond aks GAkes? ABM AAI AARDCARNT  . 

ra WACOM 

WhO 

reserved for one party in the contract, the second party merely adheres to the 

terms dictated by the first 

The most visible manifestations of in loco. parentis on the majority 

campuses are the myriad of regulations on student behavior which genera 

the form of dress codes, women’s closing hours, and provisions which give 

administrators an absolute veto over all actions of student legislators 

Such provisions as these are examples of what Tom Hayden refers to as t 

“preparatory” theory regarding student-university relations. Preparation ins 

the process of encouraging student participation in such essentially meaningless 

activities as student government, which supposedly function as make believe 

models of the real world. In such situations the student exercises make-believe 

all of which is subject to veto by 

      

Ives 

“powers” and may even pass “legislation” 

various deans or other members of the university bureaucracy 

MORE THAN RULES 

But one must not make the mistake of assuming that in loco parents 1s 

merely a set of rules which proscribe certain types of student activity. It is much 

more. /n loco parentis is in reality a whole attitude structure which surrounds 

the student with an endless sea of bureaucratic red tape that is designed to 

produce “well-rounded” persons who wil! fit, without great difficulty, into the 

corporate morass that is loosely referred to as “society.” The serious student 

finds himself constantly impaled on the homs of a virtually impossible dilemma 

he is on the one hand exhorted to develop and grow intellectually while on 

the other hand he is limited at every turn by the fules and regulations which 

discourage any initative which goes beyond the limits previously established by 

the university 
‘ 

It is this situation that Hayden describes as “paradoxically discriminatory 

the fact that the very students which supposedly represent the “intellectual 

elite” of the future often find that they have less meaningful control ove! their 

lives than any other group in society To quote noted sociologist Margaret “read 

A handful of tugboat emplovees or flight engineers, because Of their admitted 

rights in a complex system in which they are working members, can hold a cits 

or a country until their demands are met, but in some states students are not 

even allowed to vote 

Some of the undesireable implications of this situation becam Ts 

apparent upon closer examination. The whole attitude structure which Is based 

upon the in loco parentis might best be described as one of paternalis! ie 

paternalism is not unlike the paternalism which has characterized race relations 

in this country throughout most of its history 

PATERNALISTIC ATTITUDE 

This paternalistic attitude assumes a number of things. First of all, it assumes 

that those in power have all the answers and are qualified to dictate to the 

subordinate group, in this case the students, what is to be studied and al 

manner in Which the subject matter is to be approached. Inherent 10 this attitude 

is the belief that the student is not competent to exert any measure ' ane 

over his fate in the academic community. Acceptance of this situation forces the 

student to identify with the generation of the past, and discourages thinkine 

which goes beyond that of the previous generation : 

Perhaps one of the most frightening implications of this situation Ba 

ever-expanding role of the administrator in determining educational policy ue 

problem is becoming increasingly more acute as universitles continue (0 8! ay 
re fol 

into highly compartmentalized multiversities designed to produc e special 

the technological society 
} { } 

ye pi 

The professional administrator 1s becoming increasingly com f 

-se larger nstitut 1 
these larg istitutio Such people are primarily public 

t nad-r ing r rt 
] ) 

fuUNG-Talsing exp whose talents and training are not at all untik 
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counterparts In industry. As a result, we are witnessing the growth of what migt 

be termed an “educational industry.” The university is being restru ie in : 

the lines of a large corporation, and the student comes to be ie . fs i 

product rather than a person, a product which is belched forth eu i i : 

atomsphere polluted with hollow rhetoric about “keys to the cee se : a a 

designed to fit into the large machine that is i Sen / : ue a 

university a “community of scholars? It would hardly seem so oe 

UNIVERSITY BUREAUCRATS 

The rise to prominence of the bureaucrat in the university, and the 

development of the university as the chief training ground for corporate jaactia 

has lead to some highly pertinent and insightful observations on the nature oi 

the administrative mind. 

In his article “An End to History,” which appears in the New Student Left 

Mario Savio maintains that the university administrator has reached ‘the 

conclusion that history is at an end. Savio. the pioneer leader of the Free Speech 

movement at Berkley during the early sixties, found that the unresponsive 

bureaucracy with which he had to deal had apparently decided that the 

university had reached the ultimate level of development. According to the 

bureaucrat, World War If was the last event which was capable of catalyzing 

change on any broad front, and with the development of the postwar 

technology, the United States could look forward to an era of material plenty 

and self-indulgence by maintaining the status quo, both in the university and the 

society at large. Thus, Savio observes, it Is necessary for the university to restrict 

the exercise of whatever rights that might interfere with the development of the 

technological millineum. 

The student-product of such an educational system is notably lacking in 

several important ways. The “Port Huron Statement,” issued by the Students for 

4 Democratic Society in the fall of 1962, takes note of a number of these 

deficiencies. It cites as the most important of these the isolation from reality 

which results from the application of in loco parentis principles to the 

university-student relationship Four or more years of “constant rehearsals” do 

not serve to adequately prepare the individual for life in the real world. While in 

the univeristy, the student operates in a veritable wacuum, without the benefit 

of substantive rights and the responsibility which accompanies them. Coupled 

with this is the high level of specialization within the university which is 

designed to produce specialists for corporate industry. The result is a 

student-product who is virtually forced to structure his own little world within 

the vast bureaucracy in order to squeeze some degree of meaning from life. 

The end result is a person with little conception of the social structure 

around him, a person whose efforts in life are inwardly focused and often 

oblivious to the needs of those members of the larger society who are not so 

securely situated. In general sense, It might be said that such a system produces 

persons who are oriented toward the needs of the industrial system rather than 

toward human needs. 

VICTIMS OF ‘PROGRESS’ 

Another result of such a system 1s the vast number of indiv iduals who, for 

one reason or another, are dispossessed and simply do not fit into the system at 

all. Victims of  technilogical “progress,” various minority groups, and 

nonconforming students form the majority of this category. Carried to its logical 

extreme, the technological society would simply exclude these peoples. But 

fortunately for all, the society has not reached the level of callousness which 

would permit the wholesale abandonment of these groups. And, significantly, it 

is from the ranks of these dispossessed persons that a social revolution of maior 

proportions has developed during the past decade. 
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And now to the home front. Does in loco parentis affect the student at East 

Carolina University? Or is the doctrine a thing of the past. a victim of the social 

revolution of the sixties? Perhaps a closer look at the local situation will yield 

some answers. 

Yarbrough notes in his previously cited article that in a 1968 case, a United 

States District judge specifically referred to the in loco parentis doctrine as a 

thing of the past. But there is still obviously quite a ways to go before the last 

vestiges of paternalism are removed, and there is probably more yet to be 

removed in this university than elsewhere. In their article entitled “Student 

Unrest: An Administrative Point of View.” which also appears in Politics 70, 

President Jenkins, Provost Williams, and Dean Howell state that “/n loco 

parentis is applied less and less.” They later maintain that with the February. 

1969 edict of Governor Scott regarding “anti-disruption” policy at state 

institutions of higher learning. the “final chapter” in the transition from in loco 

parentis to the “adulthood of supervision by the laws of the state as enforced by 

the police force of this state” was written. However, there are still present within 

this University numerous evidences of the paternalism which is characteristic of 

in loco parentis. 
UNIVERSITY POLICY 

In describing the University policy regarding student demonstrations and 

demands, the Administrators state the policy in the following fashion: “Our 

policy is simply a determination that we will consider all of the ideas that are 

presented from any part of the University community, but that we will consider 

and act in accordance with our previously established procedures.” 

This rather arbitrary statement is justified by the administrators on the 

grounds that the existing structure provides adequate means of redress and that 

the removal of protest from the established machinery is indicative of a “lack of 

faith” in that machinery. This argument appears to be gegging the question: it 

seems logical to assume that if the machinery and procedures in existence are 

adequate, there would be no need to operate outside them. That groups would 

operate outside the established order would appear to be indicative of some 

degree of inadequacy within the order. It would appear that the system now In 

existence is regarded as essentially perfect. | doubt if that is the case. A system 

that would maintain perfect order is conceivable; justice under such a system is 

not likely. 

: 

Upon consulting the Key one is able to detect various other manifestations 

“Lingering paternalism” are evident. To cite just a few examples, the regualtions 

provede that the President of the University has a final veto in regard to all 

legislation passed by the student legislature, and also that the President of the 

University is the final level of appeal within the student |.diciary In addition, 

the traditional closing hours are still in force for women students. Also, one Is 

not allowed to withdraw in excess of $50 weekly from the Student Bank 

Virtually any decision regarding academic matters which should properly be 

within the competence of the student and instructo! require administrative 

approval. And the list goes on an on.... 

It would appear. then, that here at East Carolina, that the doctrine on in loco 

parentis 1s alive and basking in 4 relatively healthy old age. The emphasis which 

has been placed on procedural rights in structuring the laws which govern the 

ght direction, but all the procedural rights in the 

University is a step In the ri 
the substantive rights which give them 

world are essentially useless without 

meaning 

: 

if students are to be labeled as adults by the University and assume their 

rightful status as partners In the university community, they must be accorded 

and responsibilities commensurate with this position 

the powel 
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(Continued from page 8) 

while they fill up their 

prescriptions for pep pills, 

sleeping pills...” In other words 

(although the meaning is 

perfectly clear as stated), many 

people are hypocrites if they use 

certain dangerous chemical 

drugs and condemn those who 

smoke the leaves of a natural 

plant 

Where in your letter do you 

inswer or even discuss the 

problem of the middle class 

drug sub-culture ? 

The editorial also speaks of 

tobacco and alcohol, and yes, 

vou did indeed write a few 

words on the subject. You speak 

of “More effective control of 

rjcohol...and even(!!) 

cigarettes.” May I ask, Mr 

Mallory, what “effective 

intro!” means? Does it mean 

outlawing cigaretics and 

ilcohol? 

| hope not. You can’t mold 
eO le’s noerennal hahite by 

POs 

Fred's Ehotblet 

A Pt igs . 

       

    
  

repressive measures, and | 
assume the Dean of Men at ECU 
would believe in more 
enlightened methods 

1 will assume, then, that 
“effective control does not 
denote “making illegal’ No 
coubt you mean educating 
people on the dangers of alcohol 
and tobacco. People attend a 
university in order to become 

educated, and [ assume the 

Dean of Men_ believes in 

education, not repression 
Considering your college 

audience, Mr. Mallory, you 

should be more careful in the 

words you use. “Effective 
control” really means nothing in 

itself, but it could mean many 

things 

But back to the issue at hand 

On the question of legalization 
of marijuana you write “never!” 

Next you write a hackneyed 

stereotyped description of a 

marijuana user which sounds 

like it was in fact run through a 
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The Forum 
computer. “Physical appearance 
deteriorates, class attendance 
becomes sporadic, grades fall, 
and the individual becomes a 
social drop out.’ Out of 
context, this sounds pretty 
much like a prohibition era 
description of an alcoholic. 

We are supposed to 
“effectively control” alcohol 
usage, but keep marijuana 
labeled as a killer drug, class it 
with heroin when we write 
laws? In this case we don’t 

educate, but instead classify 

users as hardened criminals and 

throw them in jail with 

murderers. With marijuana 

education is not enough. 

People experiment with hard 

drugs, Mr. Mallory, (and I think 

I know at least as much about 

the subject as you) because you 

force people into using hard 

narcotics when your laws 

catagorize marijuana on the 

same level with heroin. 

If you are emphatic against 

reform and education 

concerning marijuana, perhaps 

you are prejudiced against 

educating people on other levels 

too. Perhaps “effective control” 

is synonymous with repression 

in your meaning after all. 

Perhaps education isn’t 

important to you. I have learned 

nothing from your letter, and it 

doesn’t even answer the 

editorial as you said it would. 

But it is an argument and it 

could convince people to believe 

what you say. How? You have 

loaded) your words with 

emotion, Mr. Mallory. You have 

appealed to people’s biases and 

their emotions, not to. their 

intelligence. 

Do you hold the intelligence 

of your college student readers 

in such low esteem? Or are you 

incapable of writing a factual, 

informative letter without 

resorting to cliches and 
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demagoguery? 

| am a Christian too, Mr 
Mallory, but | do not call upon 

God in print to fight my battles 
for me. When I grew up, I was 

taught that if | had something 
important to say, | should say 

it. | was also taught not to use, 

God’s name in vain 

Students and employees of 

the University are urged to 

express their opinions in the 

Student Forum 
Letters should be concise 

and to the point 

— The editors reserve the right 

to edit all letters for style error 

and length. 
— All letters must be signed 

with the name of the writer. 

Upon the writer's personal 

request, his name will be 

withheld. 
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Editorial meaning unclear — ee oe os wild 

due to unseen mistake 
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